THREE MEETINGs OF CITY OFFICIALS CLOS€D YESTERDAY

Mason City Man Successes Mayor of Washington as President of the Organization.

Registration Greater Than Was Anticipated, According to Dr. Mark F. Boyd.

The Iowa League of Municipalities received its twenty-first annual meeting yesterday after three days of addresses, conferences and entertainments by the University and Iowa City residents by Dr. A. F. Fisk, of Iowa City. The session was wound up by the annual convention of University and Iowa City residents held in the auditorium of the University of Iowa.

The Iowa League of Municipalities is organized for the purpose of furnishing information and useful legislation to city officials throughout the state. The organization was formed in the city of Council Bluffs in 1921, and the first annual meeting was held in that city.

The meeting is followed by a general session of the organization, during which the agenda is discussed and the business of the League is transacted. The meeting is open to all city officials and those interested in municipal affairs.

The next meeting of the Iowa League of Municipalities will be held in the city of Des Moines on the fifteenth of this month.

The Iowa League of Municipalities is headed by Dr. A. F. Fisk, of Iowa City, who is the president of the organization. The vice-president is Mr. W. H. Bohn, of Council Bluffs, the treasurer is Mr. W. F. Henderson, of Quad-Cities, and the secretary is Mr. W. E. Linn, of Humboldt.

The organization has a membership of over 2,000, and is one of the largest and most active organizations of its kind in the state.

HEALTH OFFICERS' COURSE SUCCESS

Instructor in Public Health. Dr. H. W. Sturgis of St. Louis, has been appointed as instructor in public health.

Dr. Sturgis is a graduate of the University of Missouri, and has been associated with the health department of St. Louis for many years. He is a member of the American Medical Association and the American Public Health Association.

Dr. Sturgis will give a course of lectures on public health, and will also conduct classes in the theory and practice of sanitation.

THE HARVEY ITZAS

The Harvey Itzas, a student club of the University of Iowa, has received a large number of new members this year.

The club has been active in the past year and has sponsored several important events. It has also been a source of support for many of the students in the university.

The Harvey Itzas is a popular club among the students, and is well known for its active participation in university activities.

13 Fraternities Announce Pledges

The list of pledges to fraternities that is printed below is not complete. Names of the organizations that have been published in the morning papers will be printed in The Daily News soon as they can be obtained.

All pledges are asked to send their list to this paper at once.

Delta Tau Delta - Albert P. McDonald, Clayton, Ind.
Delta Chi - J. L. Kohler, Rochester, Minn.
Delta Upsilon - Robert A. Mefferd, University Park, Pa.
Delta Kappa - W. E. Orland, Iowa City.
Delta Sigma - J. L. Scott, Minneapolis, Minn.
Delta Rho - W. H. Miller, Des Moines.
Delta Phi - J. L. Kuhn, Des Moines.
Delta Gamma - A. M. Brothers, Nebraska City.
Delta Nu - C. H. Davis, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Delta Sigma - C. H. Brown, Cedar Rapids.
Delta Phi - J. L. Scott, Minneapolis, Minn.
Delta Gamma - A. M. Brothers, Nebraska City.
Delta Nu - C. H. Davis, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Delta Sigma - C. H. Brown, Cedar Rapids.
Delta Phi - J. L. Scott, Minneapolis, Minn.
Delta Gamma - A. M. Brothers, Nebraska City.
Delta Nu - C. H. Davis, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
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"AN EYE FOR AN EYE!"

For the past, Joseph Pulitzer sounded the sentiment of the great university world Wednesday night in his address to the University when he advocated the "eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth" code of ethics for a settling with Germany. "The loss of battle should entail fifty miles beyond the Rhine that the Hans may feel the effects of a war of their own making," he declared.

It is a little disquieting to think that our dedication, particularly in university circles, must revert to a philosophy which originated in the same past, a system which was abandoned generally before the war. It certainly cannot be locked upon as a hopeful sign. However, it must be given considerable weight as a current philosophy which is the immediate hour when so authoritative a figure as the Professor of London University, who has seen the war waged by the Teuton's ambition, forbids it. It is more than a spirit of vengeance that prompts this message-laden from the warring territories in its advocacy.

It is clear that this ancient philosophy has been brought upon us by a degenerate nation, a people whose highest aim was to rule the world withmight. The philosophy, as stated by the speaker of Wednesday night was a philosophy which grew out of Germany's unprecedented barbarism. It saw its inception when Bolinger was translated from the German into all international ethics. The Golden Rule philosophy simply will not work when dealing with a nation possessed of unlimited egoistic emotions.

Our "eye for an eye" philosophy will not obtain for long after the war. When Germany is crushed, absolutely crushed, and made to feel the size of her own effort, then, and only then will The Golden Rule be possible as the world's standard of ethics. The mind taken by Doctor Newton will find endorsement by thousands of his colleagues in the university world.

CONTINUED

THE DANCE LEAGUE OF AMERICA offers three prizes of $100, $50, and $100, respectively, for the three best patriotic plays suitable for performance by university groups. The subject must be American, but need not be historical, and the word "patriotic" is to be construed in its broadest sense. Any play concerned in the spirit of "Golden through service" and dealing constructively with a political, social, economic, or other phase of American life, is, for the purpose of this competition, a "patriotic" play.

Admission $1.00

A strong and intensely interesting story dealing with the most vital problems of the day.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY

Admission 15 cents

Varsity Dance Co. A Armory

Mahana and Ogle 5 Piece Orchestra

FRI E EVEN

SATURDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 22
Chinese Students Honored

Wong, who received his master's degree in education at the University of Washington last year, associate professor of Romance languages, was inducted into the Phi Delta Theta fraternity.

Wong, who received the degree in 1916, was also an instructor in the Peking Government University.

Mr. T. S. Chang, who received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, in June 1917, has also been appointed to a position in the Peking Government University.

Prof. Jasper H. Holmes spent the summer in New Mexico examining mineral products for the General Land office of the government.

10c
5c

The Garden of Allah

Dancing Party for University Students

--AT--

Majestic Hall

SATURDAY EVENING
September 22, 1917

MUSIC BY
Cahill & Feeney
Six Piece Orchestra

Chaperons will be provided

Admission $1.00

10c
10c

STRAND THEATRE

"THE GARDEN OF ALLAH" Big 8-reel feature, Sat. and Sun., Sept. 22, 23

Book and Craft Shop

University Text-Books

And Supplies

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fillers

The place to buy Dinner Cards, Party Favors, Gifts and Novelties

Pencils, Blotters and

Fountain Pens

Mathiesen & Shuck

124 East Washington Street

TODAY ONLY--Continuous from 1:15 to 11:00

Charles Ray in "SUDDEN JIM"

A smashing 7-reel drama of the Big Woods, by Clarence Huddleston Kelland, from his story of the same name in the Saturday Evening Post.

The fight to a finish of a real American.

STAND ORCHESTRA

No advance in price for this big feature.

Remember, Today Only

The Home of Better Pictures

IOWA HAS 54 NEW FACULTY MEMBERS

University Announces Additions to Teaching Staff; 90 Promotions Made

Fifty-four new professors and assistant instructors began their duties with the opening of the University year September 17. Three of them were professors, three associate professors, one assistant professor, and the remaining instructors, assistant instructors, and teachers in the University high school. Thirty promotions were made in last year's teaching staff.

The list of new members with rank shows assistant instructor is as follows:

Doctor William Fletcher Russell, who was called from the Pueblo Teachers' college, dean of the college of education.

Dr. Bird T. Baldwin, last year of Johns Hopkins university, research professor of education psychology and director of the child welfare research station.

Cpl. Andrew C. Wright of the U. S. army, professor of military science and tactics.

Doctor Elbert George Atlee of the University of Washington last year, associate professor of Romance languages.

Doctor Charles Marsh Case of Penn college, associate professor of sociology.

Doctor H. R. Whaling of the University of North Dakota, associate professor of transportation.

Dr. Charles Bell McIlroy of Texas, assistant professor of pathology and bacteriology.

Edith Bell of the Cincinnati Art school of Des Moines, instructor in graphic arts.

Kendall Marie Brown, M. D., of Nebraska, instructor in English.

Ralph Chace, B. S., of Chicago, instructor in geology.

Edgar Clair Coleman, M. D., of St. Louis, instructor in anatomy and obstetrics.

Dorothy Ann Dendel, M. A., of the University, instructor in English.

Carl A. Dragstedt, M. S., of Chico, instructor in materia medica and pharmacology.

Joan C. Ewart, of Ottawa, Canada, instructor in physical education for women.

Robert M. Graham, B. S., of the University, instructor in physiology.

Paul W. Ivey, Ph. D., of Missouri, instructor in business administration.

Charles Arthur Files, B. S., of Montana, demonstrator of dental anatomy technical.

Irak Lesser Pollock, Ph. D., of the University, instructor in political science.

Grace Purdis Smith, B. A., of the University, instructor in Greek.

Frank R. Trayor, M. A., of Kansas, instructor in journalism.

P. M. Wieser, M. A., instructor in Chinese.

David Albert Witting, D. D. S., of the University, demonstrator in operative dentistry.

Anna Marie Wolfe, B. S., of Ames, instructor in physical education for women.

Frank W. Toomey, professor of chemistry.

Henry Wald, a senior dental student, has been called from his work at the university to enter active service in the army.

Lea Brooklyn, liberal arts 1916, has been called to Washington, D. C., to do statistical work in the Council of National Defense. His chief work will be dealing with the wool situation.

Dr. R. E. Chambers of the University of Chicago left for that city recently after having spent several days in southern Iowa with Dr. George F. Ray of the Iowa Geologic Survey.

Miss Olive Quinn, sophomores in the University last year, is attending the University of Alberta, Canada. The Ivy will act as manager for the standard Publishing Company.
Young men!  Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes for style and value

You can't find better ones; they're made right and priced right; the styles are the latest ideas; belt-all-round sport suits and overcoats; regular sacks; full made right and guaranteed to fit and are guaranteed to give satisfaction or your money back. We'll see that you get it.

Hart Schaffner & Marx use none but all wool fabrics; such clothes wear a long time; they fit and are guaranteed to give satisfaction or your money back.

We're in a position to do a good thing for you—you'll realize this the moment you see the goods.

Better make it today

COASTS'
The home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

New Majestic Hall
An ideal Place to give exclusive dancing parties

Make reservations at

HARVAT & STACH'S
Jefferson Hotel Building

"IOWA AND WAR" IS NEW PUBLICATION

Dr. Pollock, The Author, Says War Does Not Cancel Our Trained Men Alone.

The third number of a series of publications issued by the State Historical Society of Iowa under the title of "Iowa and War" has just appeared. The pamphlet which relates to the "Iowa Civil War Loan," is written by Doctor Ivan L. Pollock, head of the instructional staff of the department of political science.

"Preparation for War," Doctor Pollock declares, in the opening paragraph, "does not consist alone in series of federal men. The unification must be so mobilized that every individual citizen smalller some services—whether it be in the home, in the field, in the factory, or in the trenches. All the financial interest, all the industrial interest, all the educational interest, and all the natural resources need for this time be made to contribute to the one great purpose of preserving the union and the honor of the Nation."

NOTICE TO FRESHMEN

Because of so many readers in the affiliation of freshmen, liberal arts students, Professor Riemer, Adviser of Men, has decided to divide the freshman lecture period into two sections which will meet on Monday and Tuesday afternoons each week at four p.m.

All freshmen in the college of liberal arts must report to Professor Riemer's office at one o'clock and register for one of the above named sections.

POTTER-CRANE

The married of Mr. and Mrs. Crane, Mr. J. J. Crane took place Saturday, Sept. 15, at the home of the bride's parents at Muscatine Heights.

Mrs. Crane is a daughter of Prof. F. H. Potter of the Latin department. She was a graduate from the college of liberal arts in the class of 1911.

Mr. and Mrs. Crane will make their home in Story City where Mr. Crane has been employed in a bank since his graduation from the liberal arts college in 1915.

Visitors at the Mrs. Zella Crane's last week end were:

Dale Barber, Tunkhannock, Ill.
Dan J. Harris Jr., Dubuque, Ia.
C. A. Pyne, Des Moines, Ia.

WANTED—Students laundry, Mrs. Miller, Tel. 198. W. M. Blohmbergen

FRATERNITIES ANNOUNCE THEIR 1917 PLEDGES

(Occurred from page one)

Barnwell Proctor of Cedar Rapids.
Sigmata—Robert Kauffman of Davenport.
Chiata—Clarion of Koda.
Phi Ploil of Shickshock.
Sigma—Rome of Sioux City.
Beta Smith of Dallas Center.
Epsilon—White of Harlenton.
Kappa—Newcomb of Iowa City.

Phi Kappa Phi—Past Bakers, Lauretta, Roy Carpenter, Hamburg, Ben Marvin, Waterloo, Howard White, Sioux City, Joe Dean, Story City, John Ellis, Buffalo Center, P. Oeverhara, Shirley Carl Marby, Maquon, Foster Brown, Eldora, Herbert Land, Boone, Arthur Roger, Hampua, Ia.

ATTEND SUMMER SESSION

Four undergraduates and one graduate student from the University of Iowa attended the summer session in geology at Barnale, Wis. This course is given every summer by the University of Iowa and the University of Chicago in cooperation. The work this year was under the direction of Professor Roots of the University of Chicago.

Iowa students were Anna Hohler, Heterota Knight, E. K. Lise, Leo G. Cramer, and Spencer Mortenson.
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THE UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

"You can get that book at the University Book Store"
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"The Largest Restaurant in the City"

$3.00 MEAL TICKET $2.50

Coffee, Cakes and syrup 10c
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Eat at the

MERCHANTS

Your fraternity will find that

Pyrolite, the long-flame coal, is the economical fuel to buy this year. It burns with a long, hot flame, leaves little ash, makes few clinkers, and is moderate in price.

Order your coal at once. A shortage of good Pyrolite has just occurred. Roy Carpenter, Hamburg, Ben Todd, Sioux City, and many others.
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